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This review covers a spectrum of optoelectronic properties of and uses for semi-insulating
semiconductor heterostructures and thin films, including epilayers and quantum wells.
Compensation by doping, implantation, and nonstoichiometric growth are described in terms of the
properties of point defects and Fermi level stabilization and pinning. The principal optical and
optoelectronic properties of semi-insulating epilayers and heterostructures, such as excitonic
electroabsorption of quantum-confined excitons, are described, in addition to optical absorption by
metallic or semimetallic precipitates in these layers. Low-temperature grown quantum wells that
have an arsenic-rich nonstoichiometry and a supersaturated concentration of grown-in vacancies are
discussed. These heterostructures experience transient enhanced diffusion and superlattice
disordering. The review discusses the performance of optoelectronic heterostructures and
microcavities that contain semi-insulating layers, such as buried heterostructure stripe lasers,
vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, and optical electroabsorption modulators. Short time-scale
applications arise from the ultrashort carrier lifetimes in semi-insulating materials, such as in
photoconductors for terahertz generation, and in saturable absorbers for mode-locking solid state
lasers. This review also comprehensively describes the properties and applications of
photorefractive heterostructures. The low dark-carrier concentrations of semi-insulating
heterostructures make these materials highly sensitive as dynamic holographic thin films that are
useful for adaptive optics applications. The high mobilities of free carriers in photorefractive
heterostructures produce fast dielectric relaxation rates that allow light-induced space-charge
gratings to adapt to rapidly varying optical fringe patterns, canceling out environmental noise during
interferometric detection in laser-based ultrasound, and in optical coherence tomography. They are
also the functional layers in high-sensitivity dynamic holographic materials that replace static
holograms in Fourier imaging systems and in experimental Tbit/s optical systems. Semi-insulating
heterostructures and their applications have attained a degree of maturity, but many critical materials
science issues remain unexplored. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semi-insulating semiconductors constitute a spe
class of semiconductor materials because they possess a
cial limiting behavior: they exhibit close to the minimum
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dark carrier density permissible for a given band gap. Wh
the low carrier density of the semi-insulating semiconduct
gives these materials extremely high resistivities in the da
they may have significant photoconductivity under illumin
tion because of their typically high carrier mobilities. The
properties make these highly resistive materials valuable
applications that lie at the other end of the spectrum fr
applications for highly conducting doped semiconductor m
terials and devices. The semi-insulating semiconductors
valued for their high resistivity, high defect densities, a
short carrier lifetimes. They provide insulating device iso
tion for integrated circuits and provide current blocking la
ers for heterostructure lasers. They exhibit strong photo
fractive effects, and are of interest for use as ultraf
photodetectors, among other interesting effects and app
tions, many of which are described in this Review.

Semi-insulating bulk semiconductor crystals have lo
been the mainstay of III–V integrated circuit technology b
cause high-resistivity substrates partially replace the func
of the oxide in silicon devices to isolate discrete devices
layers within an integrated circuit. Common examples
semi-insulating semiconductors are chromium-doped G
~GaAs:Cr! and GaAs compensated by the so-called EL2
fect ~GaAs:EL2! as well as iron-doped InP~InP:Fe!. These
semi-insulating materials are formed by either intentio
doping with transition–metal impurities during growth fro
the melt, or by relying on the formation of native defec
during crystal growth, such as the arsenic antisite defec
compensate residual shallow dopants.

In the past ten years, interest in semi-insulating mater
has expanded to included the growth or fabrication of se
insulating epilayers or heterostructures. This extension
semi-insulating materials into heterostructures was a nat
evolution, because the semi-insulating heterostructures w
used in the traditional role as high-resistivity insulating
transport blocking layers for electronic devices and las
But new applications for semi-insulating heterostructu
have emerged that are unique to the heterostructures. T
include photorefractive quantum wells, which are ho
graphic thin films in which self-adapting holograms can
written that respond dynamically to changing light inten
ties. Related devices that rely on the semi-insulating prop
ties of thin semiconductor films are photoconductive rece
ers for laser-based ultrasound detection. In addition, the
technique of low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy
inaugurated a subclass of semi-insulating semiconductor
terials that have extremely high intrinsic defect densiti
These low-temperature-growth~LTG! materials have gained
attention because of their ultrashort carrier lifetimes, wh
make them useful for terahertz electromagnetic wave gen
tion, ultrafast photodetectors, and as saturable absorber
mode-locking lasers.

This review covers the full spectrum of properties a
uses for semi-insulating semiconductor heterostructures
thin films, beginning with the growth and processing of t
films, including implantation, doping, and nonstoichiomet
growth. The principal optical and optoelectronic propert
of semi-insulating epilayers and heterostructures, such as
citonic electroabsorption, are described. This is followed
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a discussion of the performance of optoelectronic hete
structure devices that incorporate semi-insulating layers
part of their structures, including heterostructure stripe
sers, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, and optical e
troabsorption modulators. This review also covers ultraf
applications that arise from the ultrashort carrier lifetimes
semi-insulating materials, including ultrafast photocondu
tors, terahertz generation, and saturable absorbers for m
locking lasers. The properties and applications of photo
fractive heterostructures are comprehensively describe
the last section.

II. FULLY COMPENSATED SEMICONDUCTORS

Fully compensated semiconductors are formed whe
dominant deep-level defect cancels the net charges f
other defect and dopant levels. In this case the Fermi leve
pinned at an energy near the dominant deep level ene
which can be located in principal, anywhere within the ba
structure. Only in the case when the Fermi level is pinn
near the middle of the band gap will the material have
minimum dark carrier density, and only in the case of sem
conductors with larger band gaps will the material
strongly semi-insulating.

The most common defects used for intentional comp
sation are the transition metal defects.1,2 These are chosen
because they are easily incorporated substitutionally into
semiconductor host, they produce both donor and acce
levels, and there is a wide variety to choose from. The d
energy levels for transition metals from the first row of t
periodic table are shown in Fig. 1 for several of the III–
semiconductors.3 The figure is plotted to emphasize the i
teresting and useful invariance of the transition metal ene
levels among this class of homovalent semiconductors. T
invariance has been used to predict heterostructure b
offsets4–7 as well as to experimentally measure band-ed
hydrostatic deformation potentials.8,9 The donor and accepto
levels show clear trends in their energy levels as
transition–metal ion progresses from Ti through Ni. T
transition metal Mn is a special case, because it has a h
occupiedd shell that makes it more stable than the oth

FIG. 1. Transition–metal energy levels in the III–V semiconductors G
GaAs, and InP. The levels are plotted to show the relative band offsets~Ref.
3! among these isovalent semiconductors.
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ions. The Mn ions are also the most important constituen
for the study of semimagnetic semiconductors among t
II–VI semiconductors.10

An alternate approach to the formation of fully compen
sated semiconductors is the use of radiation or implant da
age. Damage of almost any kind leads to the formation
defects within the semiconductor characterized by dangli
bonds. As increasing densities of these deep defects are p
duced by radiation, the Fermi level moves within the ban
gap. An important property of many semiconductors is th
nearly universal convergence of the Fermi level to the Fer
level stabilization energy11 of a given material, independent
of the type of radiation. This convergence to a univers
energy can be explained through an autocompensat
mechanism, in which the energies of the dangling-bond d
fects lie within a band of energies centered on the avera
dangling bond energy in that specific material. The defec
include both donors and acceptors, which compensate e
other. The Fermi level stabilization energy of several of th
common semiconductors is shown in Fig. 2. Like Fig. 1, th
plot emphasizes the similarities across the disparate mat
als, which allows the stabilization energy to be used to pr
dict heterojunction band offsets.

A less common compensation mechanism is the co
pensation of charge around small metallic precipitates. The
precipitates can be formed through implantation of met
ions, followed by annealing,12–15 or can be formed directly
by molecular beam epitaxy at low substrate temperatures f
lowed by annealing.16–19The metal inclusions act as interna
Schottky contacts that deplete charge of either sign in
spherical depletion region.20 It has also been shown that
voids can compensate charge in a manner completely ana
gous to the metal precipitates,21 and illustrates the universal
charge-compensation capability of any internal semicondu
tor interface that leaves states unfilled. A complication in th

FIG. 2. Characteristic Fermi level pinning energies in several semicondu
tors showing Schottky pinning energies, charge-neutrality levels, and Fe
level stabilization energies~Ref. 11!.
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interpretation of the compensation mechanism in nons
ichiometric ~LTG! GaAs is the presence of high concentr
tions of arsenic antisites. These defects are deep donors
compensate acceptors in a manner similar to bulk se
insulating GaAs:EL2. However, the LTG materials show
evolution of compensation properties from the defect limit
as-grown or weakly annealed materials, to metallic prec
tates in more strongly annealed materials. The details
LTG materials and their compensation mechanisms are
scribed in Sec. III C.

Fully compensated materials are sometimes erroneo
labeled as ‘‘intrinsic’’ because the Fermi level rests near
middle of the band gap, where it would occur in the textbo
case of an intrinsic semiconductor without defects. Howev
this word is misleading because Fermi levels in all semic
ductors~at usual temperatures! are pinned by the compensa
tion of donors by acceptors, or vice versa. Furthermo
space-charge effects and carrier lifetimes in fully comp
sated semiconductors are far different than the properties
tributed to intrinsic semiconductors. Therefore, the use of
term intrinsic is discouraged when referring to highly com
pensated materials.

III. SEMI-INSULATING EPILAYERS AND
HETEROSTRUCTURES

A. Ion implantation of heterostructures

Heterostructure devices and materials are typically o
several microns thick. This thickness is compatible with i
implantation ranges for many ion species. Therefore, het
structures are uniquely suited for the use of ion implantat
to produce compensated semiconductor material. This ca
done by implantation of compensating dopants, or by dir
radiation damage through the implantation of ions such
oxygen or hydrogen.

1. Proton implantation

It was discovered in 1966 that proton bombardment
GaAs produces high resistivity material,22 but the first prac-
tical application did not occur until 1969 when it was used
isolate junction devices based on the ability to convert b
n- and p-type conducting material23 to high resistivity.
Shortly thereafter Dymentet al.demonstrated the use of pro
ton implantation to form the narrow current-confineme
stripes needed for low-threshold-current diode laser24

These initial discoveries and applications of proton i
planted GaAs were followed by extensive studies of
electronic25–28 and optical29,30 properties. Proton implanta
tion has been commonly used for optoelectronic applicati
such as buried heterostructure diode lasers, vertical ca
surface emitting lasers, photorefractive quantum wells,
ultrafast photoconductors, all of which are discussed in la
sections in this Review.

Proton implantation compensates residual impurit
through two effects. First, the knockout atoms and vacan
produced during the implantation have dangling bonds t
compensate charge of either sign. Second, the protons~hy-
drogen! can passivate shallow dopants by forming neut
complexes with shallow acceptors or donors.31 Compensa-
tion by radiation damage is the dominant mechanism wit

c-
mi
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the implant range of the proton, while hydrogen passivati
which is a considerably weaker effect, can extend sev
microns deeper into the material, especially after weak
nealing at 300–600 °C.32 This extended diffusion of hydro
gen into the device can have important consequences
optoelectronic applications.33 Details concerning the range o
protons and the degree of damage produced depend on d
and dose rates, as well as on the temperature of the de
during implantation.28 For instance, cold implants are mo
effective in producing compensation than room-tempera
implantation by nearly a factor of two.

The range for proton implantation into GaAs is shown
Fig. 3 as a function of proton energy, along with longitudin
straggle, calculated using the software packageTRIM.34 For
an implant energy of 175 keV, the proton range is 1.3mm
with a longitudinal straggle of 0.2mm. The density profile of
vacancies produced by 175 keV protons is shown in Fig
On average, there are about 40–50 vacancies produce
implanted proton. Many of these vacancies recombine
form neutral complexes, leaving only a fraction of the rad
tion damage to compensate shallow dopants. Proton imp
tation studies inton-type GaAs have shown that protons wi
an energy in the range of 150 keV remove approximat
three conduction electrons per proton.35 Implantation into
p-type GaAs requires a higher dose by approximately a

FIG. 3. Range and longitudinal straggle for proton and oxygen implant
GaAs calculated usingTRIM simulator~Ref. 34!.

FIG. 4. Vacancy density profile for 175 keV proton implantation into GaA
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tor of three to five to compensate thep-type materials than
for the n-type materials.29,36

Compensation by radiation damage can be removed
thermal annealing. The conductivity in dopedn- andp-type
GaAs and AlGaAs can be recovered using annealing t
peratures of 600 °C or higher, although the recovery te
peratures vary with dopant species and concentrations.29,36In
the p-type materials, the final resistivity after recovery
typically smaller by about a factor of five than before im
plantation. Because radiation damage can be removed by
nealing at sufficiently high temperatures, this prevents
use of high-temperature processing stages for proton-isol
devices after the implantation step. This restriction h
driven the search for other implanted ion species that
retain their compensating properties even after anneal
One of these alternative choices is oxygen implantation.

2. Oxygen implantation

Oxygen implantation into GaAs and AlGaAs shar
some similarities with proton implantation. For instance a
implanted materials are highly resistive because of radia
damage, which anneals away above 600 °C, but after h
temperature annealing the mechanisms for compensa
space charge are different. While hydrogen is mobile, a
passivates shallow dopants by forming neutral complex
oxygen is thought to be relatively immobile and to produ
thermally stable deep levels that compensate charge f
shallow dopants. Favennecet al.37 first reported the forma-
tion of high resistivity GaAs by oxygen implantation. It wa
recognized quickly that the doping effects and hig
temperature stability38 made these implants superior to pr
ton implantation for certain optoelectronic applications f
which device lifetimes were critical issues, such as hete
junction diode lasers.39 Because of the larger mass of oxyge
compared with the proton, significantly larger implant en
gies are needed to penetrate into heterostructures. Fo
stance a range of only 0.3mm requires an implant energy o
approximately 200 keV. The higher energy and mass a
contribute to many more knockout atoms per ion than
protons.

Studies that compare oxygen implantation into AlGa
with implantation into GaAs have found that oxygen impla
tation of n-type GaAs does not produce thermally stab
semi-insulating material, but that implantedn-type AlGaAs
does form stable semi-insulating material, possibly by for
ing AlO defect complexes that act as electron traps.40

3. Transition metal implantation

An alternative to oxygen implantation~which relies on
defects of unknown identity to compensate charge! is direct
implantation of impurities to produce known deep leve
The transition metals present a wide variety of options
ion implantation, and produce stable deep level defects w
incorporated substitutionally in the lattice. One of the mo
thoroughly studied transition metal implants is iro
implanted InP because of the technological importance
InP:Fe for optoelectronic devices that operate at wavelen
beyond 1mm.
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High-resistivity layers inn-type InP produced by Fe im
plantation were first demonstrated by Donnelly a
Hurwitz.41 After annealing at 725 °C for 15 min, the materi
could reach a resistivity greater than 13107 V cm. The
depth of the implanted region was noted to be greater t
that predicted by implantation theory, indicating that Fe d
fused into the substrate during annealing. Detailed studie
the implanted and annealed materials showed that impla
tion at room temperature with a dose of 1014cm22 lead to
amorphitization of the implanted layer. The layer could
recrystallized by annealing, but produced a pileup of ir
and extended defects at the amorphous–crysta
interface.42 Implants with the substrate held at 200 °
showed that the InP remained crystalline and prevented
homogeneous Fe distributions after annealing.43 This work
formed the basis of a novel buried heterostructure InGaA
InP laser that employed a buried Fe implanted layer for c
rent confinement.44 Extensive studies of related diode stru
tures containing an Fe-implanted layer were made
understand charge transport issues in these structures.45,46

B. Compensated doping during epitaxy

Epitaxial growth techniques offer unprecedented con
over the introduction of impurities into semiconductor ma
rial. All the epitaxial growth processes~excluding liquid–
phase epitaxy! occur far from equilibrium. This makes i
possible to incorporate impurities at concentration levels
could not be sustained in equilibrium. In addition, it is re
tively easy to introduce dopant precursors into the grow
process, as in the use of transition–metal organic precur
in metal organic chemical vapor deposition~MOCVD!
growth. It is therefore possible to directly grow compensa
semiconductor materials during the epitaxial process itse

Because of the importance of semi-insulating mater
for III–V integrated circuits and optoelectronic devices, t
first growth of semi-insulating InP using MOCVD in 198
represented a significant breakthrough.47,48 This was
achieved using ferrocene as the dopant source, with m
sured resistivities approaching 23108 V cm. Space-charge
limited currents were observed in this material for fields o
104 V/cm.48

After this first demonstration, the regrowth of sem
insulating InP as the current–confinement layers of bur
heterostructure lasers became one of the standard laser
rication procedures. The high-resistivity layer replac
reverse-biasedp-n junctions as the current blocking layers
these lasers, giving smaller parasitic capacitance resultin
higher modulation bandwidth. An extensive literature has
scribed many aspects of the growth and tailoring of se
insulating layers as current blocking layers in lasers. Ho
ever, Fe-doped InP loses its semi-insulating character u
double injection of electrons and holes, which degrades la
performance. Therefore, alternative semi-insulating lay
have also been explored for the buried heterostructure la
For instance, compensated epilayers of InP incorporating
have been grown using the MOVPE technique.49 This work
followed earlier work that used MOVPE to grow Cr-dope
GaAs.50 Deep donor concentrations up to 331016cm23 in
n
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the InP:Cr layer were reported with resistivities as high
33108 V cm. Ultrafast carrier trapping had been observed
high-resistivity oxygen-doped GaAs grown by MOVPE wi
carrier lifetimes as short as 300 fs.51

Molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! has been used to grow
transition–metal-doped semi-insulating epilayers. For
ample Cr-doped GaAs/AlGaAs photorefractive quantu
well structures were grown by MBE.52 For the photorefrac-
tive application, very high concentrations of deep carr
traps are needed. MBE has also been used for extremely
doping of GaAs with Fe, leading to the spontaneous form
tion of Fe3GaAs precipitates.53 These metallic~and mag-
netic! precipitates share some properties in common w
intrinsic precipitates of arsenic in nonstoichiometric GaAs

C. Nonstoichiometric growth of heterostructures

The pursuit of semi-insulating III–V heterostructures a
quired a new tool in the arsenal of growth and process
techniques when it was discovered that nonstoichiome
arsenic-rich GaAs can be semi-insulating. Epitaxial grow
techniques are inherently far from equilibrium, making
possible to grow materials with no bulk analog. In the ca
of MBE growth of GaAs, lowering the substrate temperatu
during growth causes excess arsenic to be incorporated
the lattice as arsenic antisite defects and as gallium va
cies. Under high-temperature annealing, the excess ars
forms semimetallic precipitates. These point and semime
lic defects can compensate charge from shallow dopants~and
from each other! and render the material semi-insulatin
through a complicated interplay of compensation mec
nisms. Nonstoichiometric materials have therefore been
important new addition to the list of MBE materials for bo
their technological importance, as well as their interest
physical behavior.

1. Low-temperature-grown GaAs

The growth of high-quality GaAs by MBE is typically
performed on substrates held at a temperature near 60
but there is a long history of MBE at lower substrate te
peratures. Low-temperature conditions lead to the growth
polycrystalline material, with some early notable exceptio
In 1978 Murotaniet al.54 discovered that MBE growth o
GaAs at substrate temperatures near 400 °C produces
talline GaAs that was semi-insulating. Growth of excelle
quality GaAs at even lower temperatures down to 200
was shown to be possible using a modification of MB
called ‘‘migration enhanced epitaxy.’’55,56The MEE materi-
als had superior optical performance compared with ordin
MBE materials, but were not semi-insulating. Low
temperature growth of semi-insulating material gained att
tion with the work by Smithet al.57 who found that backgat-
ing of metal–semiconductor–field-effect transist
~MESFET! devices could be eliminated when grown on LT
GaAs. This launched considerable activity in the study of
material and its potential applications. A complete overvi
of work on LTG materials can be found in Ref. 58.

Low-temperature-grown GaAs is nonstoichiometric w
an excess of arsenic that is taken up by point defects in
as-grown materials.59 The most common point defects a
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the arsenic antisite defects AsGa, arsenic interstitials Asi , and
gallium vacanciesVGa. The arsenic antisite defects are sim
lar ~or identical! to the so-called EL2 electron trap in GaA
and the defect properties observed in LTG materials
similar to the known properties of EL2.60,61For layers grown
at 200 °C, the as-grown antisite concentrations are appr
mately 1019cm23.62 The gallium vacancy concentration
lower by approximately a factor of 10 for this growt
temperature,63 but is still far above equilibrium values, lead
ing to interesting annealing behavior.64,65 The presence o
gallium vacancies in LTG GaAs has extremely importa
consequences in terms of device thermal stability and o
ating lifetimes, because the vacancy is mobile and is
dominant mechanism for superlattice intermixing as well
impurity diffusion. The high as-grown vacancy concent
tions in LTG materials lead to transient enhanced diffus
~described in Sec. III D 2! which can degrade optical an
electronic device performance.

It was discovered by Mellochet al.16 that the excess
arsenic formed precipitates when LTG GaAs was anneale
temperatures above 600 °C. The precipitate size distribu
was not homogeneous, but did have well-defined aver
sizes and spacings that increased with increasing anne
temperature and times. Subsequent studies of the preci
tion process showed that it could be controlled with a h
degree of specificity, leading to the term ‘‘precipita
engineering.’’66 For instance, the precipitates were found
nucleate and grow more readily in GaAs than AlGaAs,67 and
in n-type material than inp-type material.17,67,68By combin-
ing different doping and compositional layers in a hete
structure, and by controlling the growth and anneal
temperatures,69 the precipitates could be induced to grow
only in selected regions or planes. The presence of the
cipitates in annealed LTG GaAs changes the electronic
optical properties of the material.

2. Nonstoichiometric quantum wells

The growth of quantum well structures at low substr
temperatures has been developed since the mid-1980’s.
initial growths were performed at low substrate temperatu
down to 200 °C using migration enhanced MBE in which G
or Al atoms are evaporated onto a clean GaAs surface in
As-free atmosphere.55,56,70 The atoms are mobile down t
low temperature, and migrate across the growth surface.
produces high-quality materials that remain stoichiometric
spite of the low growth temperature. The good stoichiome
of the material is also indicated by the insensitivity of t
quantum wells to annealing up to 800 °C.71 In nonstoichio-
metric quantum wells grown by MBE at low temperature
the quantum wells intermix rapidly because of high grown
vacancy concentrations.72

The first study of optoelectronic properties of nons
ichiometric quantum wells grown at low substrate tempe
tures was performed by Knoxet al.73 The AlGaAs/GaAs
quantum wells were grown at 300 °C and exhibited bro
ened excitonic resonances. With annealing, the excito
transition broadened further and shifted to higher energy
AlAs/GaAs multiple quantum wells grown at 310 °C rel
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tively sharp excitonic features were observed in the as-gro
materials.74,75 This material was semi-insulating and show
excellent quantum-confined Stark effects74 that were useful
for photorefractive quantum well applications.76–79 The
properties of LTG quantum wells continues to be an area
active research,80,81 and in particular the diffusion propertie
under annealing have attracted attention because of
strong transient enhanced diffusion exhibited in the
materials.72,82–84

3. Optical and electro-optic properties of LTG
materials

Nonstoichiometric GaAs and related materials have h
defect densities of a variety of species, includi
VGa, Asi , AsGa, as well as arsenic precipitates. All these d
fect and precipitate species influence the optical propertie
the material. As the material is increasingly annealed,
concentrations of point defects decrease while the size
spacing of the arsenic precipitates increase.17 These trends
are reflected in the optical properties of the material. Beca
of the great variety of species and the different time dep
dencies, unraveling the specific contributions to the opti
properties by each species is a challenging task that
caused some discussion and controversy in the literature.
presence of defects and precipitates directly influences
absorption and refractive index of the composite LTG ma
rial. These primary properties, in turn, are involved in se
ondary effects, such as sub-band-gap photoconductivity,
citonic electroabsorption, and resonant optical nonlinearit

The optical absorption of as-grown LTG materials ha
strong extrinsic contribution both below and above the ba
gap. The spectrum of the absorption below the band
shows striking similarities to the absorption spectrum of
arsenic antisite AsGa, which has been attributed to the defe
level EL2. Some differences are found between the L
spectrum and the EL2 spectrum, but these may be accou
for by the stronger perturbations that exist in the LTG ma
rials compared to semi-insulating LEC GaAs.85 Using near-
infrared absorption calibrated to the EL2 defect86 and mag-
netic circular dichroism87 it is possible to quantify the
concentrations of neutral@AsGa

0 # and charged@AsGa
1 # in the

LTG materials.62 In samples grown at 200 °C, this stud
found initial concentrations of@AsGa

0 #5131020cm23 and
@AsGa

1 #5231018cm23. In samples grown at 270 °C, initia
concentrations were @AsGa

0 #5331018cm23 and
@AsGa

1 #5331017cm23. The concentration of ionized AsGa is
therefore approximately an order of magnitude smaller th
the concentration of the neutral species. This makes a st
argument that the Fermi level is pinned by the arsenic a
site defects in as-grown materials. With increasing anne
ing, both concentrations decrease with an activation ene
between 1.3 and 1.4 eV. These optical techniques lose
sitivity to the defect concentrations for annealing abo
600 °C, which is expected to be the crossover tempera
from defect-dominated compensation to precipita
dominated compensation mechanisms.

The absorption spectrum below and above the band
is shown in Fig. 5 for a sample grown at 250 °C and annea
at successively higher annealing temperatures from 40
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600 °C for 1 min.88 The initial excess absorption is great
than 15 000 cm21, but decreases rapidly with increasing a
nealing as the arsenic antisite concentration decays. Co
butions to the refractive index have also been studied a
function of growth and annealing89,90 using ellipsometry and
Fabry–Perot oscillations. The defects make a positive c
tribution to the refractive index by as much asDn50.25 at
the band gap at 870 nm, but decrease the refractive inde
approximately the same amount at theE1 critical point near
450 nm.

As the point-defect density is reduced with increas
annealing, semimetallic arsenic precipitates become
dominant source of extra absorption in LTG GaAs. The
clusions represent a heterogeneity in the complex dielec
function of the material, leading to characteristic absorpt
that is unrelated to photoionization of point defects. A me
inclusion in a dielectric will absorb light because of the e
citation of electric current in response to the electromagn
field. This effect is classical, and can be viewed as ene
dissipated through joule heating. Semiclassically, the ligh
absorbed by surface plasmons that are~in principle! observ-
able as Fro¨hlich resonances in the absorption spectrum.91,92

In the case of arsenic precipitates, the inclusions are o
semimetallic, and the Fro¨hlich resonance is severely broa
ened by the large imaginary component of the complex
electric function of arsenic. This leads to a very broad a
featureless absorption spectrum that extends above and
low the GaAs band gap.93 An interesting challenge is to dis
tinguish between the sub-band-gap absorption due to pre
tates, and the absorption due to photoionization of po
defects, because both lead to sub-band-gap absorption. I
special case of silver precipitates in Ag-implanted AlGaA
the Fröhlich resonance can be large and sharp because s
behaves almost like a free-electron metal but the resona
will only be observable if the precipitates are nearly sphe
cal in shape.93 The size and shape distribution of experime
tally observed Ag precipitates has been found to be non
form, again leading to a featureless absorption spect
below the band gap.15 It is important to note that althoug
the arsenic and silver precipitates both lead experimentall
qualitatively similar absorption spectra, the origins are d
ferent. The absorption in the case of the arsenic precipit

FIG. 5. The absorption coefficient of LTG GaAs~grown at 250 °C! for 1
min annealings at increasing temperature~Ref. 8!. The absorption of a GaAs
reference sample is shown for comparison.
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is homogeneously broadened, while the absorption in
case of silver precipitates is inhomogeneously broaden
These differences should therefore be accessible to op
techniques that differentiate between homogeneous and
homogeneous broadening, such as photon echo techniqu
spectral hole burning.

In addition to energy dissipation by joule heating, it
also possible to observe photoemission of electrons from
arsenic precipitates. This is a quantum–mechanical pro
that generates photoconductivity for light below the ba
gap. This effect has practical application for use as an ext
sic photoconductor. The photoemission properties of arse
precipitates have been studied in GaAs94 as well as
AlGaAs95 in p- i -n diode structures. The wavelength an
voltage dependence of the photocurrent is consistent with
emission barrier given by the energy separation of the Fe
level in the precipitates from the conduction band edge.

Excitonic electroabsorption caused by the Fran
Keldysh effect96 has been studied in LTG materials in tran
verse geometries with coplanar metal–semiconductor–m
~MSM! contacts with wide gaps97 and with interdigitated
electrodes.98 In samples of LTG AlGaAs annealed at 750 °
for 30 s, the excitonic electroabsorption showed a stro
asymmetry and an enhancement relative to an AlGa
sample grown at ordinary temperatures. The electroabs
tion spectra are compared in Fig. 6. The enhanced electr
sorption in the LTG materials has been attributed
transport-driven charge accumulation on the precipita
which produce strongly inhomogeneous local electric fie
around the precipitates.99,100 The electro-optic effect in the
LTG epilayers has been used for a demonstration of ho
graphic storage with small pixel size in thin epilayers.101 The
high resistivity of annealed LTG materials has also mad
possible to study the polarization dependence of the Fra
Keldysh effect under high fields in thin samples of GaAs.102

Franz–Keldysh oscillations are still observable in the LT
materials despite the broader excitonic linewidth, althou
samples with a weak annealing at 600 °C for 1 min did n
show significantly enhanced electroabsorption.

As described in Sec. III C 2, it has been shown that qu
tum wells with sharp excitonic features can be grown at l

FIG. 6. Electroabsorption spectra in response to a dc electric field o
kV/cm that was applied across coplanar contacts for standard-temper
and low-temperature grown Al0.2Ga0.8As ~Ref. 97!.
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temperatures,74 providing fast photoconductive materia
with good quantum-confined Stark shifts. When used in
p- i -n structure~with mild in situ annealing at 450 °C for 24
min during the growth of the topp layer!, the device shows
an excellent quantum-confined Stark effect. However, w
increasing annealing, the electroabsorption quickly degra
as shown in Fig. 7. The rapid broadening with increas
annealing is much more pronounced than for stoichiome
quantum wells. This enhanced broadening is caused by
supersaturated concentration of group III vacancies in
LTG materials that causes transient enhanced diffusion in
nonstoichiometric quantum wells.

D. Transient enhanced diffusion in nonstoichiometric
quantum wells

1. Gallium vacancy migration

The diffusion of gallium vacancies is suspected to be
dominant self-diffusion mechanism in GaAs accounting
the migration of group III elements. Gallium vacancies m
grate only on the gallium sublattice, and do not communic
with the arsenic sublattice.103 Vacancy diffusion is particu-
larly effective for inducing intermixing of heterojunctions i
heterostructures or superlattices. For example, when a g
III vacancy migrates on its sublattice and passes throug
heterojunction interface between GaAs and AlAs, a galli
and an aluminum atom swap places. Successive pass
vacancies across the interface produce a continuous i
mixing, drawing aluminum into the GaAs and gallium in
the AlAs. Considerable literature on quantum-well interm
ing has documented this process.104,105Differences between
the migration probabilities of group III vacancies in GaA
relative to AlAs can produce nonlinear diffusion profiles b
cause of the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on c
centration. However, experiments on isotopic superlatti
have helped quantify the equilibrium properties of galliu
self-diffusion in stoichiometric GaAs free of concentratio
dependent effects,106 establishing the equilibrium diffusion
properties of GaAs with a high degree of certainty.

FIG. 7. The quantum-confined Stark effect in LTG AlAs/GaAs multip
quantum wells vs annealing temperature for 30 s~Ref. 74!.
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2. Nonequilibrium intermixing

In low-temperature-grown heterostructures the mate
is produced far out of equilibrium, and in addition to th
excess arsenic that is incorporated in the material, ther
also a deficiency of group III atoms, leading to a supersa
rated concentration of group III vacancies, such as the
lium vacancyVGa. The concentration of gallium vacancie
in LTG materials has been calibrated against growth te
perature using positron annihilation spectroscopy,63 shown in
Fig. 8. This excess concentration of vacancies produces l
enhancements in the interdiffusion of quantum wells
many orders of magnitude relative to equilibrium diffusio

The first indication of enhanced diffusion in LTG qua
tum wells was found in the quantum-confined Stark effec
LTG AlAs/GaAs quantum wells annealed at successiv
higher temperatures between 600 and 900 °C.82 In addition to
the broadening of the quantum-confined excitons due to
terface roughening, which had been noticed previousl73

there was also a shift to higher energy for the excitonic tr
sition. This was caused by the diffusion of aluminum into t
GaAs wells, which increased the average band gap.

The enhanced interdiffusion of LTG quantum wells d
grades the performance of devices in some applications.
instance, laser diode structures that have incorporated s
LTG layers showed enhanced intermixing degradation of
laser junction.107 Additional aspects related to the perfo
mance of electroabsorption modulators and photorefrac
quantum wells have been discussed in the literature.73,74,77,84

Related observations of anomalous diffusion of gallium ha
been made in arsenic-deficientGaAs, produced at the surfac
by laser annealing.108

The annealing-induced band-gap shift in the nons
ichiometric quantum wells was several orders of magnitu
larger than the shifts induced by equivalent annealing in s
ichiometric superlattices. Furthermore, the dependence o
enhanced diffusion on temperature was anomalously sm
producing a small effective migration enthalpy for the inte
mixing process that did not at first appear to be consis
with the migration enthalpy for vacancy diffusion.82 None-

FIG. 8. Gallium vacancy concentration vs growth temperature in LTG Ga
obtained from positron annihilation measurements~Ref. 63!.
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theless, subsequent studies have explained the small e
tive migration enthalpy for intermixing in LTG quantum
wells in the context of the transient decay kinetics of t
excess vacancy concentration as it relaxes to equilibrium

3. Transient decay of supersaturated vacancy
concentration

The time-dependent decay of the excess vacancy
centration in LTG materials can take many forms. For
stance, if the formation of divacancy complexes is the do
nant decay mechanism, then the decay would show sec
order kinetics. Similarly, if the vacancies are annihilated
arsenic interstitials to form arsenic antisites, or if the vac
cies form complexes with other point defects, then the de
would not be single exponential, but would exhibit stretch
exponential behavior as the concentrations of all defects
crease with increasing annealing. On the other hand, m
thermodynamic relaxation processes do approximate si
exponential behavior. In the case of single exponential
cay, the time-dependent diffusion length is

LD
2 ~ t !5D0t exp@2~H f1Hm!/kBT#1D1ta

3exp~2Hm /kBT!@12exp~2t/ta!#, ~1!

whereH f andHm are the formation and migration enthalpi
of the vacancies, respectively, and the annihilation time
the excess vacancy concentrationta is also assumed to b
thermally activated by

1/ta5na exp~2Ha /kBT!, ~2!

whereHa is the annihilation enthalpy andna is the attempt
rate for annihilation of a vacancy. For long annealing tim
the second term in Eq.~1!, which describes the enhanceme
decays to zero, leaving the equilibrium term.

A strong case can be made forHa5Hm in Eq. ~2! be-
cause a vacancy must first migrate in order to annihila
Under this condition, the effective migration enthalpy c
vanish, leading to a diffusion process that appears ather
which was observed experimentally in the enhanced di
sion of the LTG quantum wells.72,82 Detailed studies have
been performed on the transient enhanced diffusion in L
quantum wells using phototransmittance experiments.
diffusion data are shown in Fig. 9 compared with the the
retical curves from Eq.~1!.109 For high-temperature annea
ing for long times, the transient behavior relaxes to the eq
librium diffusion coefficient. At short annealing times an
low temperatures, the curves asymptotically approac
slope given by the vacancy migration enthalpy. At interm
diate temperatures, the data fall on a family of isochro
curves. The small slope in this intermediate regime is a c
sequence ofHa'Hm .

IV. OPTOELECTRONIC SEMI-INSULATING
HETEROSTRUCTURES

Many heterostructures laser and modulator architectu
require high-resistivity regions to confine current to specifi
areas, or to isolate devices or parts of devices from one
other. Therefore, the growth or formation of semi-insulati
ec-
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layers in optoelectronic heterostructures has played an
portant role in the history and ongoing development of th
devices.

A. Heterostructure stripe lasers

The goal of practical in-plane heterostructure laser
signs is to laterally confine current, carriers, and photo
This is achieved most readily in stripe laser geometries
which a narrow strip of active region defines the laser ax
The narrow strip can be formed using many different a
proaches, some of which use semi-insulating materials. S
eral stripe laser designs are shown in Fig. 10, including se
insulating,p-n blocking layer structures, and simple oxid
stripe. The oxide is usually SiO2 that confines the current to
a small strip near the top contact. The oxide stripe laser
lateral current confinement, but no charge or photon confi
ment, making its commercial value limited. Implanted stri
lasers use ion implantation to form semi-insulating regio

FIG. 9. Transient enhanced diffusion coefficient in LTG AlAs/GaAs qua
tum wells for an array of isochronal and isothermal annealings, plotted
the square of the diffusion length divided by the annealing time~Ref. 109!.

FIG. 10. Stripe laser geometries showing semi-insulating,p-n reversed
junction and oxide stripe structures.
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that extend to thep-n junction on either side of the stripe
Proton or oxygen implantation has been used in this ge
etry. Protons produce semi-insulating material through
introduction of radiation damage, which is not stable un
high-temperature annealing, and which can migrate to
active region during long-term operation of the laser. On
other hand, oxygen implantation in AlGaAs forms sem
insulating material that is stable even for annealing o
600 °C. Oxygen can also be used to induce superlattice
ordering in the implant region by postimplant annealing
provide lateral optical confinement as well as charge confi
ment.

Much stronger optical and charge lateral confinem
can be achieved in buried heterostructure~BH! lasers. Buried
heterostructure injection lasers have filamentary active
gions that are completely buried inside a higher-band-
semiconductor material, producing an optical waveguide
ometry that has both excellent current and opti
confinement.110 Much of the development of buried heter
structure lasers has focused on the design and fabricatio
the blocking layers on either side of the stripe to have l
capacitance and low leakage currents.

The most common approach to producing a curr
blocking layer is to incorporate reverse-biasedp-n junctions
in the blocking layer. However, these junctions can be le
and allow current to flow along the edge of the active la
around thep-n junction, especially at high power. Furthe
more, the reverse-biased junction has a high capacitance
contributes to the total capacitance of the laser, limit
modulation speeds. An alternative material approach to
problem of the blocking layer has been to regrow se
insulating materials around a stripe mesa to form a pla
structure. The semi-insulating planar buried heterostruc
~SI-PBH! lasers have high resistivity, and do not suffer fro
serious junction capacitance. These advantages have le
the development of semi-insulating-embedded buried het
structure lasers in both AlGaAs/GaAs devices and InP-ba
longer-wavelength devices.

1. GaAs-based heterostructure stripe lasers

Proton implantation was used among the earliest curr
confinement stripe laser geometries to electrically isolate
laser and to confine the current to a narrow stripe.24,111,112

The proton implantation was convenient, produced hi
resistivity materials, could be performed after all grow
steps to prevent annealing of the radiation damage, and c
define stripe widths below 10mm. It became one of the
standard fabrication techniques for early double heterost
ture lasers, and produced lasers with acceptable thres
currents.113–115Optimal performance was achieved by redu
ing the proton implant range to use only the tail of the i
plant distribution to reach to the active junction.116–118How-
ever, these DH lasers had no lateral charge confinement119 or
optical confinement, which kept threshold currents relativ
high, and long-term operation of the lasers could cause
implantation damage to migrate, leading to decreased ca
lifetimes in the active region, and ultimately to devic
failure.
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Replacing proton implantation with oxygen implantatio
increased the operating lifetime of the implanted stripe las
by removing the reliance on mobile defects, such as vac
cies, to form semi-insulating material. Oxygen implantati
into n-GaAs and AlGaAs produces semi-insulating mater
that remains semi-insulating after annealing abo
600 °C.38,40 The first demonstration of an oxygen-implante
stripe laser was made by Blumet al.39 The oxygen-
implanted stripe lasers showed early improvements in th
mal resistance over conventional SiO2 current-confinement
geometries.120 Later refinements led to significant reductio
in threshold currents of oxygen-implanted devices compa
with conventional oxide geometries.121 Figure 11 shows the
light power–current (L – I ) curve for two identical 10-mm-
stripe structures, one with SiO2 confinement, and the othe
with oxygen-implant confinement. In addition to the curre
confinement effects of the semi-insulating implant regio
the improvement was also attributed to compositional dis
dering that provided lateral charge and optical confineme
The improvement in oxygen-implanted stripe lasers w
studied as a function of stripe width.122 It was found that
oxygen doses that were necessary to produce disorde
and therefore optical confinement, produced detrimental
fects for lasers with stripe widths less than 5mm, such as the
migration of the implant damage into the active stripe.

BH lasers have superior lateral confinement for curre
charge, and photons relative to the implanted laser struct
because the blocking layer can have a significantly hig
band gap than the active region. In addition to better confi
ment of current and charge, the higher band gap has a lo
refractive index, and produces strong index guiding. A b
ied heterostructure GaAs/AlGaAs laser was demonstrate
Tsang and Logan by forming the blocking layer using G
doped Al0.65Ga0.35As regrowth by liquid–phase epitaxy.123

Ge-doped AlGaAs is highly resistive124 and forms a high-gap
current blocking layer. Subsequent BH laser growths w
performed using MOCVD125,126and MOVPE.127 In the case
of MOCVD, the semi-insulating AlGaAs layer was grown b
reducing the reactor pressure and increasing the V
ratio.126

FIG. 11. L – I curve for SiO2 stripe laser compared with oxygen-implante
laser~Ref. 121!.
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2. InP-based buried-heterostructure stripe lasers

Buried heterostructure diode lasers that operate at w
lengths beyond 1mm are commonly based on InP techno
ogy. Examples of these heterostructures include the l
band-gap materials InGaAs/InP and InGaAsP/InP. The lo
band gaps allow higher thermal leakage currents in I
based devices, which leads to high threshold current,
differential quantum efficiency, abnormal temperature
pendence of the threshold current, and rollover of the lig
current characteristic. These problems place severe req
ments on the blocking layers in the long-wavelength bur
heterostructure designs. In addition, ion implantation can
render these materials semi-insulating~as demonstrated in
Fig. 2!. The radiation damage produces a self-compens
set of defects that pin the Fermi level near the conduc
band. Therefore semi-insulating blocking layers must
grown or fabricated postgrowth through implantation.

The first InGaAsP buried heterostructure using se
insulating current confinement was fabricated by F
implantation inton-InP.44 The implantation, followed by
high temperature annealing, produced material with a re
tivity as high as 108 V cm.41 The single-channel device use
in situ annealing after the implantation and before the fi
LPE regrowth. Detailed studies were made of the role
transport in the implanted layer and how it affected the tra
port properties of the laser.45 But the Fe-implantation depth
was limited to only 0.3mm using two implant energies o
275 and 400 keV, giving the devices only moderate bre
down voltages.

Devices with higher breakdown voltages were achiev
by selectively regrowing semi-insulating InP into thick
blocking layers. The first demonstration of a semi-insulat
embedded buried heterostructure laser was made using
ride VPE of InP without iron,128 which attained resistivities
of 104 V cm in the blocking layer. The device consisted o
planar structure that is compatible with circuit integratio
and exhibited low parasitic capacitance. Successive dev
were fabricated using selective regrowth of Fe-doped
with MOCVD,129–131and MOVPE.132–134

Extensive simulations of the current confinement char
teristics of semi-insulating-embedded buried heterostruc
lasers have been performed for the semi-insulating Fe-do
InP-based structures.135,136Despite the excellent low capac
tance in the structures, leakage currents could not be c
pletely eliminated by the semi-insulating layers in simp
geometries. More complicated structures with additio
functionality have lead to an extensive literature.

B. Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers

Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers~VCSEL! show
promise for laser optoelectronic systems because they
the potential for low thresholds,137 for integrability into
dense two-dimensional arrays, and for their good mode q
ity for efficient fiber or free-space coupling.138 The first
VCSEL was fabricated in 1979 in the GaInAsP/In
system,139 but serious progress was not made in this techn
ogy until the late 1980’s when the routine growth of hig
quality semiconductor Bragg mirrors became available.140
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Proton implantation for current confinement played
critical role in the VCSEL development in much the sam
way as it had for current-confinement in stripe lasers. Ea
VCSEL designs used deep proton implantation to the ac
layer to confine current in small active windows typical
10–20mm in diameter.141–143As in the case of proton im-
plantation for the stripe lasers, a chief concern in the prot
implanted VCSEL is the effect of the radiation-induced d
fects on the luminescence efficiency of the active region
well as the effect on laser operating lifetimes because of
lateral migration of the radiation defects. It was found th
postimplantation annealing~of a 1015cm22 proton implant
with energies up to 300 keV at 450 °C! for 150 s restored the
luminescence intensity without removing the curre
isolation.144 This annealing step was compatible with typic
annealing steps for AuGeNi metallization processing co
mon in GaAs technology. However, proton-implanted dev
degradation over long-term operation remained. Shallo
proton implants were shown to remove part of the proble
yielding devices that had predicted lifetimes greater th
105 h at 10 mA at an ambient temperature of 40 °C.145 Again
as in the case of the stripe lasers, alternative current isola
approaches have been explored, including the use of m
stable oxygen implantation.146

C. Optical modulators

Semiconductor optical modulator structures are of
closely related to laser structures. They absorb light rat
than emit light. Therefore, the structures can draw from si
lar functions of semi-insulating material for current confin
ment or current reduction in lasers, as well as the format
of guided wave structures.

The semi-insulating regrowth processes that were de
oped for buried-heterostructure lasers can also be used
electroabsorption modulators. InP-based multiple-quantu
well buried-mesa electroabsorption optical modulators w
fabricated by first growing a diode structure that was p
terned into a mesa. The walls of the mesa were then bu
by selective regrowth of Fe-doped InP using MOCVD. T
use of semi-insulating material reduced the parasitic cap
tance and improved high-frequency performance up to
GHz in an InGaAs/InP structure,147,148and up to 11 GHz in
a GaInAsP/InP structure.149

Proton implantation contributed to improvements
waveguide and modulator structures by removing free ca
ers from doped or optically excited GaAs. Optical wa
guides for 1.15mm light were fabricated by proton implan
tion around a stripe in GaAs.150 The implant damage re
moved carriers and reduced the refractive index. The h
resistivity of proton-implanted GaAs heterostructures h
also been used to form suppressed photocurrent op
modulators.151

A class of optoelectronic device that shares many of
characteristics of excitonic electroabsorption modulators
the photorefractive quantum well structures.152,153These de-
vices rely on the same electroabsorption properties as in
sity modulators. However, unlike the modulators~that are
reticulated using mesa etches or implant isolation! photore-
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fractive quantum wells are unreticulated broad-area se
insulating thin films that record holographic space-cha
gratings. These devices are described in detail in Sec. V

D. Semi-insulating heterostructures for ultrafast
optoelectronics

The high defect densities associated with semi-insula
materials lead to short free-carrier lifetimes by providing
ficient nonradiative recombination pathways. The short c
rier lifetimes make these materials attractive for the gene
tion and detection of ultrafast ~picosecond and
subpicosecond! electromagnetic pulses by combining u
trafast optical excitation with the ultrashort carrier lifetim
in photoconductive circuits.

1. Picosecond free-carrier decay in films and
heterostructures

The three photoconductive materials most commo
used for ultrafast applications are implanted silicon-o
sapphire~SOS!, implanted GaAs and related multiple qua
tum wells, and LTG GaAs and related heterostructures. E
of these materials has reasonably good transport prope
combined with fast free-carrier decay. The quantum well m
terials have the additional useful property of large elect
optic effects associated with quantum-confined excitons.

Silicon-on-sapphire exhibits decreasing carrier lifetim
with increasing doses of implanted oxygen.154 The lifetimes
decrease to as short as 600 fs for oxygen implantation d
approaching 1014cm22. Higher doses begin to degrade th
material transport properties, and do not significantly i
prove the material speed,155 as shown in Fig. 12.

The carrier lifetimes of GaAs can also be brought in
the ps regime through implantation. The lifetimes
hydrogen-implanted GaAs are shown in Fig. 12 as a func
of hydrogen implant dosage,156–158compared with the speed
of SOS with oxygen implantation. It has also been poss
to achieve subpicosecond lifetimes in arsenic-ion implan
GaAs.12 Implantation with MeV Ga and oxygen ions leads
ps lifetimes and semi-insulating GaAs material,159 as does
the use of neutron irradiation of AlGaAs/GaAs quantu
wells.160 The relatively universal ability of radiation damag
to create semi-insulating GaAs and related heterostruct

FIG. 12. Carrier lifetimes for oxygen-implanted silicon-on-sapphire~SOS!
and proton-implanted GaAs~Refs. 155, 156, 157, and 158!.
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without strong dependence on the implant species is a sim
consequence of the Fermi level pinning process illustrate
Fig. 2 in Sec. I. In all cases, the carrier lifetimes can
reduced to approximately 1 ps under the highest doses.

Carrier lifetimes in LTG materials can be designed w
considerable flexibility because it is possible to indepe
dently vary the excess arsenic concentrations, the intrin
defect densities, and the precipitate sizes and densitie
varying growth temperature, annealing times, and annea
temperatures. Carrier lifetimes in LTG materials below a
cosecond can be achieved with the incorporation of la
excess arsenic concentrations by growing at 200 °C
below.161–163 The combination of fast carrier lifetimes an
high resistivity is achieved only after postgrowth annealin
which is needed to reduce the hopping conduction in
as-grown materials.

Several systematic studies have been performed to re
the carrier lifetimes in LTG GaAs to the amount of exce
arsenic incorporated in the material during low-temperat
growth.164,165The lifetimes for 30 s isochronal annealing a
shown in Fig. 13 as a function of annealing temperature fo
family of three different excess arsenic concentrations
0.52%, 0.25%, and 0.02%.165 These arsenic concentration
are only moderate, leading to greater than ps decay tim
but illustrate the importance of calibrating the excess arse
concentrations.

2. Ultrafast photoconductive switches and
transmission lines

As the speeds of electronic circuits continually increa
it becomes difficult to find traditional drive electronics th
are fast enough to test the performance of the circuits. Al
nate methods for the generation of fast electrical transie
must be used, such as combining ultrafast laser pulses
electronic photoconductive circuits to produce a hybrid o
toelectronic technology.

Fast electronic switches generated by fast laser pu
can be made using a simple photoconductive gap in a
crostrip line that is illuminated by an ultrafast las
pulse.166,167 The initial work was performed on bulk sem
conductors such as silicon, but it was recognized that s

FIG. 13. Electron free carrier lifetimes vs annealing temperature for L
GaAs containing different excess arsenic concentrations~Ref. 165!.
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FIG. 14. Ultrafast optoelectronic switches~a! Auston switch;~b! micro-stripline geometries;~c! coplanar stripline geometry;~d! sliding contact coplanar
stripline.
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optical absorption depths of above-band-gap light mad
possible to operate the switches using highly resistive p
toconducting thin films.168 The short recombination lifetime
of amorphous silicon deposited by CVD on fused silica w
used to produce rapid relaxation of the switch. The low m
bilities of amorphous silicon limited device speed, but im
proved performance was found using radiation-dama
silicon-on-sapphire.154 The increasing speed of the photoco
ductive switches made it necessary to use optoelectr
methods to measure the electronic transient. These met
included using a second photoconductive gap to perform
toelectronic sampling,169 as well as using electro-optic crys
tals to sense the transient fields.170

The original configurations of the Auston switches168

used single strip lines on a substrate with a uniform grou
electrode on the bottom surface, shown in Fig. 14~a! with
variations on the microstrip geometry, shown in Fig. 14~b!.
The propagation of picosecond pulses on these transmis
lines exhibited severe mode dispersion. To reduce the dis
sion effects, coplanar striplines superseded the single s
line designs.171 The coplanar strip lines, shown in Fig. 14~c!
have negligible capacitance172 and less severe dispersio
These features make it possible for the device response s
to depend only on the intrinsic properties of the photoc
ducting material, rather than on the device geometry. Us
the coplanar strip lines, electrical transients with subpicos
ond duration were generated and detected.171,173 The incor-
poration of a ‘‘sliding contact’’ coplanar strip line configu
ration, shown in Fig. 14~d! significantly increased the
flexibility of ‘‘excite–sample’’ experiments173 by allowing
the excitation pulse to move. Additional excite–sample fle
ibility was made possible by using proton-implanted sem
insulating multiple quantum wells as the photoconduct
it
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material,174 and using the built-in excitonic electroabsorptio
to perform electroabsorption sampling.175

The development of low-temperature-grown~LTG!
GaAs provided the optoelectronic switches with a mate
well-suited for integration with high speed GaAs electroni
This advantage was recognized early after the developm
of LTG57 material because it combined high mobilities wi
ultrashort lifetimes. Electrical transients with full width a
half maximum ~FWHM! of 1.6 ps were generated from
photoconductive gap and coplanar strip lines fabricated
LTG material.176 The high breakdown voltage of LTG mate
rials has also been used for picosecond switching of hi
voltage pulses exceeding 800 V.177

3. THz pulse generation and detection

The propagation of fast electrical transients on conv
tional transmission lines, including the coplanar strip lin
produce significant distortion arising from dispersion a
frequency-dependent losses. An alternative approach is f
space propagation of the electromagnetic transient by u
photoconductive switches as Hertzian dipoles to radiate
electromagnetic pulses directly into free space. The radia
electromagnetic pulses could likewise be detected using
other photoconductive switch. A free-space electromagn
transient with a 1.6-ps–pulse duration was successfully d
onstrated using silicon-on-sapphire as the photoconduc
thin film.178 The designs of the radiating and detecting
poles were further improved to produce single cycle tra
sients with a bandwidth of 2 THz.179 The ability to manipu-
late and direct the THz transients was considerably advan
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with the introduction of THz optics.180,181 Additional en-
hancements in the THz bandwidth were achieved us
defect-enhanced electric fields at the edge of the micros
anode.182,183 The use of LTG materials in the antennas h
also been demonstrated,184 and the LTG materials hav
largely replaced implanted silicon-on-sapphire in recent
plications. For instance, LTG materials were used as ultra
transient mirrors to produce infrared ps pulses at a wa
length of 10.6mm.185

4. Metal –semiconductor –metal ultrafast
photodetectors

Ultrafast metal–semiconductor–metal~MSM! detectors
are formed by placing coplanar electrical contacts on se
insulating photoconductors. The contacts are usually in
digitated to increase the device responsivity~by decreasing
the carrier transit time!, and to decrease the resistance, a
are coplanar to reduce capacitance. The low capacitance
low resistance of the interdigitated MSM detectors ens
that the RC time constants are short and that the MSM
tector speed is limited by either the carrier transit tim
or the carrier recombination time. These attributes make
MSM detectors attractive for optoelectronic applicatio
such as communications, chip connects, and high-sp
sampling.186–190

In semi-insulating materials, recombination lifetimes c
be subpicosecond, producing ultrafast MSM photodetect
The initial fabrication of a 375 GHz bandwidth detector wi
interdigitated contacts on LTG GaAs191 launched a period o
development by many groups,192–196 with bandwidths ap-
proaching a THz. Similar ultrafast detectors have been f
ricated using InP:Fe.197

E. Semi-insulating heterostructures for mode-locking
solid state lasers

The significant flexibility in the properties of low
temperature grown GaAs and related materials, espec
the ability to tune carrier lifetimes by choosing growth a
annealing conditions, has made the LTG materials key c
ponents in semi-insulating heterostructures for use in mo
locking solid state lasers. Ultrafast pulse formation in so
state lasers using only passive components requires fast
linearities such as saturable absorption. Carrier therma
tion in highly excited semiconductors has long been rec
nized as an important and fast nonlinearity~approximately
100 fs relaxation time! that can be used for passive mo
locking. Furthermore, the fast carrier recombination times
LTG materials are ideal for the typically high repetition rat
of mode-locked lasers, allowing the materials to fully rel
prior to the next pulse.

An interesting aspect of the use of saturable absorp
in LTG materials to mode-lock lasers is the relatively lo
recombination time of the carriers relative to the duration
the optical pulse. For instance, in recent demonstration
mode locking of Ti:sapphire lasers, LTG semiconduc
saturable absorbers with lifetimes greater than 10 ps w
used to produce pulses with 6.5 fs duration.198 Several
mechanisms by which slow saturable absorbers can pro
g
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ultrashort mode-locked pulses are illustrated in Fig. 15.
the first example, a slow saturable absorber coupled wit
slow gain recovery can produce fast optical pulses during
short time that the gain exceeds the loss. However, in m
solid-state lasers, the gain remains relatively constant,
the mode-locking dynamics must rely entirely on the slo
saturable absorber. This has been shown to be possible
the stabilization of soliton-like pulses with slow saturab
absorbers,199 illustrated in the second example in Fig. 15.
this case, the fast component of the saturable absorptio
sufficient to form a soliton-like pulse in the laser cavity.

One drawback of simple semiconductor saturable
sorbers is the incompatibility of the band-edge resonant n
linearities with the need for broadband tuning of popu
solid-state lasers, and with the large bandwidths of ultra
pulses. An early solution to this problem was the develo
ment of a broadband saturable absorber based on a gra
gap structure of LTG AlGaAs. The design is shown in F
16~a! for its implementation in a self-starting passive
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser.200 The graded gap spans th
wavelength range from 870 nm atx50 to 723 nm atx
50.22. This structure had a significantly wider bandwid
than previous LTG quantum-well saturable absorbers, allo
ing continuous tuning of sub-10-ps pulses over 100 nm fr
760 to 860 nm. This specific saturable absorber was inc
porated in a resonant passive mode-locking~RPM! configu-
ration in which the saturable absorber resides in a wea
coupled external cavity shown in Fig. 16~b!.

Mode-locking stability was significantly improved wit
the development of antiresonant semiconductor Fabry–P
saturable absorbers that could reside intracavity.201 This was
made possible by the use of an antiresonant design tha
duced the intensity inside the semiconductor device and
creased the saturation intensity. By bringing the satura
absorption intracavity, difficulties with active stabilizatio
were removed and the laser designs became more com
The antiresonant Fabry–Perot saturable absorber design
first demonstrated for mode locking a Nd:YLF laser. The t
and bottom reflectors were composed of 50 periods
AlGaAs/GaAs multilayer stacks grown at ordinary tempe
tures. The saturable absorber was composed of 62-Å-InG

FIG. 15. Ultrafast pulse shaping mechanisms with slow saturable absor
~a! Slow loss and gain saturation;~b! soliton pulse formation.
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quantum wells (x529%) grown at low substrate temper
tures~380 °C! with 60-Å-GaAs barriers. The carrier lifetim
of the saturable absorber was measured at 69 ps.

The antiresonant Fabry–Perot saturable absorber re
sented the first in a growing class of semiconductor satur
absorber mirrors~SESAM!. The low modulation depth of the
initial SESAM lead to the development of an anti-reflectio
coated saturable absorber mirror.202 This structure shown in
Fig. 17 produced 34 fs pulses from Ti:sapphire with a 3ms
mode-locking buildup time.203 The saturable absorber
much thinner in this design, consisting of only a sing
150-Å-LTG GaAs well. The thin layer reduces the inserti
loss of the device.

Broadband SESAM devices for broad tuning and
ability to support 10 fs pulses required more bandwidth th
allowed by AlGaAs/AlAs Bragg stacks. These SESAM d
vices were placed on Ag substrates that served as broad
mirrors. Two devices were tested shown in Fig. 17, a lo
finesse antiresonant Fabry–Perot and an antireflection co
absorber layer. The low-finesse structure produced 6.
pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser. The interferometric autoc
relation of the laser pulse is shown in Fig. 18.198

V. PHOTOREFRACTIVE SEMICONDUCTOR
HETEROSTRUCTURES

The photorefractive effect is an optical nonlinearity th
transforms gradients in light intensity into changes in
optical properties of the photorefractive material. The pho
refractive effect is unique to semi-insulating materials, a

FIG. 16. ~a! Broadband saturable absorber design for resonant-pas
mode-locking~RPM! using a graded-gap LTG AlGaAs layer;~b! use of a
saturable absorber for RPM of a Ti: sapphire laser~from Ref. 200!.
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photorefractive heterostructures and quantum wells comp
a special class of photorefractive materials.204 These materi-
als are useful for real-time hologram formation, and are u
with light intensities that are significantly lower than for o
dinary optical nonlinearities. Holograms in photorefracti
quantum-well structures can be fully developed using o
mW/cm2 of light intensity,205 while maintaining hologram
erase and rewrite rates over a kilohertz.

The photorefractive effect in heterostructures153 is based
on the accumulation of photogenerated space charge tra
at deep defects. The photogeneration process usually
volves two interfering laser beams that produce an inter
ence intensity pattern on the device. Under an applied e
tric field, photocarriers generated in the bright interferen
fringes move to and are trapped at defects in the dark fring
The separated space-charge produces a space-charge e
field that modifies the optical properties of the semicond
tor through electroabsorption. The spatially modulated el
troabsorption takes on the same spatial pattern as the i

FIG. 17. Semiconductor saturable absorber mirror~SESAM! devices that
incorporate LTG materials for fast recovery rates~Ref. 203!.

FIG. 18. Interferometric autocorrelation trace for a 6.5 fs pulse from
mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser using the SESAM structure of Fig. 17~b!
~from Ref. 198!.
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ference pattern, and constitutes the physical hologram.
hologram can move in real time to track changes in the li
patterns up to rates comparable with the dielectric relaxa
time of the semiconductor. This dynamic nature of the ho
grams make them ideal for adaptive optical applications.
a more complete treatment of the photorefractive effect
Ref. 206.

Photorefractive quantum wells~PRQW! may be viewed
quite generally as dynamic holographic thin films that can
used to record moving holograms. Many applications ta

FIG. 19. Basick-vector geometries for Raman–Nath diffraction, includin
momentum vectors and field amplitudes for degenerate~self-diffraction! and
nondegenerate readout.
is
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advantage of this dynamic and adaptive ability of the ho
grams. Several of the applications discussed at the end of
section include adaptive laser-based ultrasound detec
optical imaging through turbid media with possible biome
cal applications, and femtosecond pulse shaping and r
time dispersion compensation for ultrafast fiber optical ap
cations.

A. Dynamic holography in quantum wells

1. Grating geometries

The geometries for hologram writing and self-diffractio
are shown in Fig. 19 for a hologram written by plane wav
producing a regular holographic grating in the thin film th
diffracts the writing beams into first-order diffracted beam
Because photorefractive quantum wells and heterostruct
operate with an applied electric field, different orientations
the incident writing beams and applied field produce th
distinct photorefractive grating geometries. These are sho
in Fig. 20, and are classified by the orientations of the el
tric field and hologram grating vector relative to the plane
the thin film. When the electric field is applied in the plane
the thin film, this is called the transverse-field geome
which uses the Franz–Keldysh excitonic electroabsorpt
For this reason, it is also called the Franz–Keldysh geo
etry. When the electric field is applied perpendicular to t
quantum wells, this is called the longitudinal-field geomet
or the quantum-confined Stark geometry. When the w
beams are incident from the same side of the structure,
beams write a transmission grating. When the beams are
cident from opposite sides, they write a volume reflecti
grating.
FIG. 20. The three basic photorefractive quantum well geometries showing field directions and grating vector orientations~Ref. 153!.
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The dynamic charge transport processes that form
space-charge gratings are significantly different in the diff
ent geometries. The relative orientation of the grating vec
and the direction of transport has a major impact on
operation of the device. For instance, in both the transve
transmission and longitudinal reflection geometries the tra
port is parallel to the grating vector. This leads to ‘‘norma
space-charge grating formation.153 However, for the longitu-
dinal transmission geometry, the grating vector is perp
dicular to the transport. This situation imposes differe
space-charge grating dynamics compared with the other
ometries. The physics of the grating formation dynamics
each of these geometries are discussed in more deta
Sec. V B.

2. Raman –Nath diffraction

Photorefractive thin films perform as planar diffractio
gratings because the thickness of the film is typically sma
than the hologram fringe spacing. This aspect of photoref
tive quantum wells make them easier to operate than b
photorefractive crystals, especially during nondegene
four-wave mixing, because no alignment of the probe la
beam is necessary to observe a diffraction order. The p
ciples of diffraction from thin films are described by th
Raman–Nath diffraction theory that was originally dev
oped to describe diffraction of light by sound waves207 ~as in
acousto-optic modulators208! and undulating surfaces.209–211

Raman–Nath diffraction in photorefractive quantum we
causes two-wave mixing in addition to diffraction into mu
tiple higher orders.

The space-charge gratings in the semi-insulating het
structures produce space-charge electric fields that mo
the dielectric function of the structure. The associated die
tric grating consists of both an index grating and an abso
tion grating because of the causal connection thro
Kramers–Kronig of the excitonic electroabsorption with t
electrorefraction. Therefore, photorefractive quantum w
have absorption and index gratings that contribute appr
mately equally to the diffracted signal, although the con
butions tradeoff with different wavelengths, and are only a
preciable for wavelengths within one or two exciton
linewidths of the band gap. The spatially modulated comp
refractive index under sinusoidal excitation is given by

ñ~x!5ñ01ñ1 cos~Kx1f!, ~3!

where the phase shiftf is the photorefractive phase shift th
represents the spatial shift of the index grating relative to
interference fringe pattern writing the grating. Finite spat
shifts lead to finite energy transfer during photorefract
two-wave mixing. A plane wave transmitted through the th
film experiences a complex amplitude modulation given

Et~x!5Eie
i @d01d1 cos~Kx1f!# ~4!

with the complex phase factors given by

d j5
2pnjL

l cosu8
1 i

a jL

2 cosu8
, ~5!

wherenj anda j are the Fourier coefficients for the index an
absorption gratings,L is the thickness of the film, andu8 is
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the internal angle where sinu85(1/n0)sinu . The diffraction
efficiency is defined as the ratio of the diffracted intens
relative to the incident intensity. In photorefractive quantu
wells the diffraction efficiency is typically smaller than 5%
The first-order signal is largest and therefore the most in
esting for applications. To good approximation for photo
fractive quantum wells, the diffraction efficiency neglectin
surface reflections is

h615F S pn1L

l cosu8D
2

1S a1L

4 cosu8D
2GexpS 2a0L

cosu8 D . ~6!

3. Two-wave mixing

During the hologram writing process, if the waveleng
of the writing beams is tuned close to the excitonic transit
energy, the same beams that write the grating are diffrac
by the grating. This is sometimes called a degenerate wa
mixing process, in which all the write and read beams ha
the same wavelength. Because the wavelengths are iden
a first-order diffraction from each write beam will propaga
in the direction of the other write beam. This causes a lin
superposition of a transmitted with a diffracted beam. T
relative phases of the transmitted and diffracted waves ar
general different, leading to interesting interference effe
such as nonreciprocal energy transfer in which one be
gains energy at the expense of the other. This interfere
between transmitted and diffracted waves is called two-w
mixing.

The intensityI 1 of the combined transmitted and di
fracted beams after passing through the dielectric film is

I 1~L !5e2a0LF I 1~0!1AI 1~0!I 2~0!

3S 6
2pn1L

l cosu8
sinf1

a1L

2 cosu8
cosf D G . ~7!

The most important consequence of Eq.~7! is the difference
in sign in front of the index term in the brackets. When t
photorefractive phase shiftf is nonzero, there is a nonrecip
rocal transfer of energy from one beam to the other. T
feature makes it possible to measure the contributions f
the absorption and index gratings separately. Photorefrac
gain in a photorefractive thin film can be expressed in ter
of the ratio of the mixed intensity to the unmixed intensit
The gain ratio is expressed in terms of the beam inten
ratio b5I 2(0)/I 1(0) as

g5
I 1~L !

I 1~0!e2a0L

511
b

11b S 4pnmL

l cosu8
sinf1

amL

cosu8
cosf D , ~8!

where the maximum grating amplitudes for unity modulati
arenm andam .

B. Photorefractive heterostructure geometries

1. Transverse-transmission geometry

A typical MBE layer structure for a transverse-field ph
torefractive quantum well is shown in Fig. 21. The electr
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optic layer of the device is the multiple quantum we
~MQW! structure composed of 100 periods of 70-Å-Ga
wells and 60-Å-Al 0.3Ga0.7As barriers. The MQW layer is
sandwiched between two Al0.2Ga0.8As buffer layers. The se
ries of GaAs, AlAs, and Al0.5Ga0.5As layers on the bottom
are for substrate removal using either epitaxial liftoff tec
niques or direct etching of the substrate. The entire struc
is typically grown on a semi-insulating substrate, althou
this is removed in transmission devices, and therefore d
not participate in the photorefractive structure.

The fabrication of the transmission PRQW begins w
proton implantation of the device. A double implantation
1012cm22 at 160 keV and 531011cm22 at 80 keV provides
a relatively uniform defect density in the device to a depth
approximately 1.5mm. After implantation, TiAu or AuGe
coplanar contacts with a 1–3 mm gap are deposited on tp
layer. The structure is then epoxied to a glass or sapp
substrate, and the semiconductor substrate is removed.
nal proton implantation can be performed on the free surf
as the final step to ensure uniform semi-insulating beha
through the entire device. The completed transverse-fi
PRQW device is shown in Fig. 22.

The transverse-field electroabsorption, or Fran
Keldysh effect, is shown in Fig. 23 for increasing appli
electric fields.212 The large electroabsorption produces diffe
ential transmission that exceeds 100% for a field of 25 k
cm. The electrorefraction is also shown in the figure cal
lated from the electroabsorption using the Kramers–Kro
transform. Absorption changes as large as 5000 cm21 and
refractive index changes of 1% are achieved under the m
mum electric field. An important feature of the exciton

FIG. 21. MBE growth structure for a typical transverse-field photorefrac
quantum well.
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electroabsorption is the wavelength-dependent phase o
complex dielectric function that is imprinted onto the d
fracted beam through the dependence ofDa and Dn on
wavelength. The excitonic spectral phase is shown in F
23~c! as a function of wavelength and electric field. Th
approximately linear dependence of the phase on wavele
has important practical consequences for applications suc
adaptive ultrasound receiving and femtosecond pulse
cessing using the PRQW devices.

The symmetric two-wave mixing gainGa is shown in
Fig. 24 as a relative cross-beam modulation intensityDI /I .
In addition to the symmetric term, there is also an asymm
ric two-wave mixing gainGn that constitutes nonreciproca
transfer of energy from one beam to the other when an
preciable photorefractive phase shift is present. No net g
has yet been achieved in the PRQW devices. The four-w
mixing diffraction efficiency corresponding to the two-wav
mixing is also shown in Fig. 24. An output diffraction effi
ciency of over 1% has been observed under the maxim
electric field.

The transverse-field PRQW structures have shown a
ries of interesting effects. The first observation of four-wa
mixing in these devices was performed by Nolteet al.204

using ‘‘off-the-shelf’’ quantum well structures that wer
made semi-insulating using proton implantation initially d
veloped for ultrafast strip line studies.174,213 This first dem-
onstration of the PRQW was followed by studies of tw
wave mixing,214 and other higher-order interference effec
among the many diffraction orders.215

The PRQW devices have many advantages over o
traditional photorefractive devices such as the ferroelec
oxides,216 which typically required high intensities of W/cm2

to achieve response rates on the order of a Hz. This h
power and low-speed characteristic of ferroelectrics was c
sidered to be an insurmountable barrier to eventual comm
cialization. The PRQW devices, on the other hand, perfo
under low intensities down tomW/cm2 and by using high

e

FIG. 22. Fabricated transverse-field PRQW device that operates in trans
sion after the substrate is removed and the contacts are applied.
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intensities achieve rates greater than 100 kHz. This lo
intensity and high-speed characteristic of the PRQW dev
has improved the prospects for applications, opening up p
sibilities in image processing, ultrafast data generation, b
medical imaging, and laser-based ultrasound, describe
Sec. V D.

The low-intensity performance of the transverse-fie
PRQW is shown in Fig. 25 for two wavelengths correspon
ing to zero crossings of the electroabsorption and electr
fraction, respectively.205 The photorefractive gratings hav
saturation intensities on the order of 10mW/cm2. The high-
speed performance is shown in Fig. 26, which is obtained
moving gratings using an acoustic-optic modulator. T
maximum rate at which the photorefractive grating can
spond is the response rate of the material. At a power of
mW, the response rate is 40 kHz. Many other aspects of
transverse-field geometry have been investigated, includ
performance using write lasers with above-band-g
photons,217 effects of the high absorption,218,219 as well as
photorefractive properties of LTG epilayers and quant
wells.80,81,101.

FIG. 23. Franz–Keldysh electroabsorptionDa, electrorefractionDn and
excitonic spectral phasec as functions of field and wavelength for 30%
AlGaAs/GaAs multiple quantum wells~Ref. 276!.
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One intriguing aspects of the transverse-field PRQW
vices is the presence of a nonzero photorefractive phase
f in Eq. ~7! for these devices. The photorefractive pha
shift is caused by a spatial shift of the physical space-cha
grating relative to the intensity pattern that writes the grati
This spatial shift is an ordinary consequence of carrier dif
sion in traditional bulk photorefractive materials, but w
expected to vanish in the high-field drift-dominate
transverse-field PRQW devices. Nonetheless, substa
photorefractive phase shifts were observed.205,214The origin
of the phase shift remained a mystery for several years a
its discovery by Wanget al.,214 but a strong clue to its origin
was seen in a characteristic field of 3–4 kV/cm at which
turned on relatively abruptly. This field is similar to the fie
that initiates the Gunn effect in bulk conducting materia
However, our materials were semi-insulating, and theref
could not support Gunn domain formation.

The solution to this mystery was first propose
theoretically.220 It was observed that the formation of spa
charge was intimately related to the dielectric relaxation r
of the illuminated material. Therefore, transport effects t
affected the dielectric relaxation would influence photo
fractive grating formation. Although the PRQW device

FIG. 24. Photorefractive two-wave mixing efficiency for a 30% AlGaA
GaAs transverse-field PRQW~Ref. 212! and the associated output diffrac
tion efficiency spectrum.

FIG. 25. Demonstration of the low-intensity performance of the transve
field PRQW geometry measuring two-beam coupling as a function of la
intensity at two different wavelengths for which the mixing is entirely fro
absorption gratings or index gratings~Ref. 205!.
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were semi-insulating, they experience electron heating
transport in the high electric fields. The photogenerated e
tron population is heated to many hundreds of degrees
transferring many of the electrons from the directG valley to
the lower-mobility indirect valleys. The electron veloci
therefore saturates with increasing field. This transport n
linearity, which forms Gunn domains in conducting materi
changes how the electrons respond to changes in ele
fields even in semi-insulating materials. The effective diel
tric relaxation rate in the PRQW devices becomes

Gdie5
en0

ee0
Fdv~E!

dE
1 iEDS dm~E!

dE
1m~E!

d ln Te

dE D G , ~9!

which is small when the differential velocitydv/dE be-
comes small due to the transport nonlinearity. This disab
dielectric relaxation, and drives charge from bright fringes
accumulate in the dark fringes. The space-charge ele
field in this situation is shifted by a quarter fringe spaci
relative to the intensity, constituting ap/2 photorefractive
phase shift. This theoretical mechanism was experiment
verified by Brubakeret al. by correlating the onset of th
phase shift with the transport nonlinearity in photorefract
GaAs epilayers,221 shown in Fig. 27. The photorefractiv
phase shift is an important property that is relevant for ma
photorefractive applications. The identification of this ne
mechanism for inducing a phase shift therefore could h
broad ramifications in the context of other photorefract
materials.222

2. Longitudinal-transmission geometry

A cross-sectional view of a longitudinal PRQW is show
in Fig. 28 across a few bright and dark fringes. In the a
sence of illumination, the electric field falls uniformly acro
the quantum well layer. When bright and dark fringes int
sect the device plane, photogenerated carriers in the b
fringes transport vertically to the cladding layers, where th
are trapped at defects. The accumulated space-charge
duces a space-charge electric field that cancels the ap
field in the bright fringe, but the applied field remains in t

FIG. 26. Demonstration of high-speed performance in the transverse-
PRQW geometry measuring two-beam coupling as a function of Dop
shift on one of the writing beams for different write intensities.
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dark fringe. Therefore, there is a spatial modulation of
field across the device, producing dielectric gratings in
quantum wells.

The situation in Fig. 28 is not a steady-state conditio
but represents a condition of optimal spatial modulation
some time after either the application of the electric field
of the illumination. For longer times, the region of spac
charge expands laterally and at long times screens the e
field, removing both the spatial modulation and the dielec
gratings. Therefore, the longitudinal transmission geome
is a transient grating geometry. Steady-state diffraction un
steady-state field and illumination can only occur under s
cial circumstances.223 In the longitudinal geometry, it is
therefore necessary to describe the device performanc
transient terms, such as peak or time-average performan

The longitudinal transmission geometry was propos
simultaneously with the demonstration of the transve
transmission geometry.204,213 It was first demonstrated in a
II–VI CdZnTe/ZnTe quantum well structure,224,225and was

ld
r

FIG. 27. The hot-electron photorefractive phase shift compared with n
ohmic transport in a GaAs epilayer demonstrating the semi-insulating c
sequence of the Gunn effect~Ref. 221!.

FIG. 28. Cross section with fringes of the longitudinal transmission geo
etry.
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FIG. 29. Longitudinal-field PRQW re-
sponse for 2 and 4 WM vs frequenc
offset in one of the write beams~Ref.
78!. The maximum photorefractive
gain coincides with the knee in the dif
fraction efficiency.
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later demonstrated in Cr-doped AlGaAs/GaAs quantum w
structures.52 Fabrication of the longitudinal-geometry de
vices remained difficult until an improved device design
corporated the photorefractive quantum well structure ins
a p- i -n diode that was an all-semiconductor structure wi
out extra dielectric layers.76 Subsequent improvements an
modifications have included removing defects from t
quantum wells,226 incorporating low-temperature-growt
layers in the cladding,52,76,226 as well as removing defect
from the cladding layer and relying on trapping in the qua
tum wells that were grown at low temperature for th
purpose.77 Photorefractive quantum wells that operate at
technologically important wavelength 1.55mm have also
been developed in InGaAs/InGaAsP materials.227,228One of
these long-wavelength devices took a novel approach by
ing quantum dots in the cladding layer to trap and store
space charge rather than relying on defects.229

Because of the complicated transient behavior of the l
gitudinal geometry, it has been the subject of considera
theoretical modeling. Fringing fields were shown to play
important role in the transient decay of the gratings and l
ited the spatial resolution by pulling carriers out of the brig
fringes and into the dark fringes.230 Several models specifi
cally addressed the transport issues in the devices.231,232 A
much simpler approach modeled this structure as an equ
lent circuit.233 The equivalent circuit described all the re
evant phenomenological behavior without needing to p
form detailed transport calculations. It also made a cl
distinction between transient and time-average diffract
performance.

Recent developments in the longitudinal transmiss
geometry have focused on the behavior of moving or runn
photorefractive gratings. Nonstationary gratings result wh
there is a time-dependent phase difference between the
writing beams. In the simplest case, a constant freque
offset between the beams produces an interference pa
that moves with constant velocity. Combining moving gr
ings with the transient response of the longitudinal geome
ll
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produces interesting and potentially useful behavior.
For instance, with static interference gratings it is impo

sible to produce nonreciprocal energy transfer between
two writing beams during two-wave mixing because the lo
gitudinal structure has a strictly local response to the int
sity. An equivalent statement is that there is no asymmetr
define a direction of energy transfer in the static case. Ho
ever, if the grating is moving, it breaks the left–right dege
eracy, making energy transfer possible. The moving inter
ence pattern produces a nonlocal optical nonlinearity
forcing the space-charge grating to lag behind the illumi
tion. This spatial lag constitutes a spatial shift and introdu
a photorefractive phase shift into Eq.~7!.

Forcing the space-charge grating to spatially lag the
tical stimulus requires specific relationships between
grating velocity and the dielectric relaxation time of the m
terial. If the interference pattern moves too slowly, the spa
charge grating can keep in step, and no energy transfer
be observed. If the interference pattern moves too quic
then the space charge cannot respond to the spatial mo
tion in the light intensity, and the device will have a hom
geneously screened field. But when the interference pat
moves approximately one fringe spacing in one dielec
relaxation time, an optimum condition exists that allows
large spatial modulation in the space charge, as well a
spatial lag of the grating by a quarter fringe spacing. The
fore an optimum grating velocity~frequency offset! will pro-
duce a maximum nonreciprocal energy transfer between
two beams. This is shown in Fig. 29, together with the fo
wave mixing diffraction efficiency that was measured sim
taneously, as functions of the frequency offset between
two write beams.78 The two-wave mixing energy transfer is
maximum when the grating strength~measured by four-wave
mixing! begins to decay, marking the balance between g
ing velocity and dielectric relaxation time.

The interplay between the moving gratings and t
pulsed electric field is potentially useful for Doppler veloc
metry applications. The equivalent circuit model of the lo
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gitudinal geometry shows that the space-charge gratin
written by the displacement currents associated with
rapid change in the applied electric field.233 Therefore a
single step in the field produces a temporarily frozen grati
in spite of the fact that the interference pattern is movi
Once the grating is frozen by the electric strobe, the phas
the interference pattern produces an oscillatory coupling w
a sinusoidally oscillating transfer of energy between
beams, first in one direction, and then in the opposite dir
tion. This behavior is shown in Fig. 30. It is important
note that the intensity shows oscillatory behavior even a
the electric field is removed from the device as the stro
grating decays. The frequency of oscillation in the transm
ted beam intensity is identical to the frequency offset
tween the writing beams. Therefore, measuring the osc
tion frequency is equivalent to measuring the Doppler shif79

3. Longitudinal-reflection geometry

The longitudinal-reflection geometry~the third and last
geometry shown in Fig. 20! is a traditional photorefractive
geometry because the electronic transport is parallel to
grating vector. On the other hand it has the distinction
being the only PRQW geometry that operates with volu
holographic gratings. Approximately ten fringes can be
commodated in the small thickness of a typicalp- i -n quan-
tum well diode structure. In spite of this small number
fringes, they are sufficient to produce a Bragg reflection. T
effect of the Bragg reflection has been observed in a t
wave mixing experiment as beam coupling caused by
interference between the transmitted beam and the diffra
beam.234

This geometry poses several challenges. The coun
propagating beams produce interference fringes with a
riod of only 0.12mm. This places severe requirements
mechanical stability to prevent washing out the gratings
fringe motion. The short fringe spacing also requires an
tremely high defect density to support enough space ch
to screen the applied electric field. To achieve this, the qu
tum wells were grown at low substrate temperature, incor
rating high defect densities, but at the cost of degrading
device sensitivity. These experimental difficulties with th

FIG. 30. Transient 2 WM during strobed operation of the longitudinalp- i -n
photorefractive diode in the presence of a Doppler-shifted writing be
showing optical interference oscillations after the field has been remo
~Ref. 79!.
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geometry make it the least attractive for eventual appli
tions. However, a continued effort may be merited by t
geometry because it appears to be the only PRQW geom
that may achieve net gain.235

C. Photorefractive optical microcavities

Photorefractive quantum well devices have the adv
tages of high nonlinear optical sensitivity and fast dynam
holographic speeds, but these advantages are offset in s
applications by diffraction efficiencies on the order of on
1%. Therefore efforts to improve the diffraction efficienc
are important for eventual commercialization of these
vices. The semiconductor quantum well structures of
PRQW geometries lend themselves to enhancements u
optical microcavity effects. The relevant microcavities a
asymmetric Fabry–Perot structures that operate in reflect
because the quantum wells have high absorption.

Asymmetric Fabry–Perot~ASFP! structures operate
through a sensitive balance of phase and amplitude of
reflected partial waves.236,237These structures have been i
vestigated extensively as high-contrast quantum well elec
absorption modulators.236–249Significant enhancements wer
predicted theoretically in the holographic diffraction ef
ciency of photorefractive quantum wells operating as AS
devices.250 One of the important findings was the relativ
insensitivity of the enhanced diffraction on the exact cav
balance condition. Balancing the cavity was found to po
severe difficulties for modulator arrays because the cont
ratio can change significantly with only very small chang
in cavity length. This limited the usefulness of the ASF
concept for modulator arrays. However, in asymmet
Fabry–Perot devices that operate as dynamic hologr
~shown in Fig. 31!, the diffraction enhancement is not high
sensitive to the cavity length. Therefore, the asymme
Fabry–Perot concept may be fundamentally more attrac
for diffractive devices than for the modulator applications f
which they were initially developed.

Fabry–Perot effects were investigated in the photo
fractive quantum wells first in transmission251 in partially
asymmetric cavities, and then in reflection in fully asymm
ric cavities.252 In the latter case, the ratio of the diffracte
intensity relative to the zero-order reflected intensity was
served to be 2:1 in a single diffraction order. By consideri

d

FIG. 31. Dynamic holography in photorefractive quantum well asymme
Fabry–Perot structures operating in reflection. The cavity resonance lea
enhancements in the diffraction efficiency.
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the energy in both first-order diffracted beams, 80% of
energy scattered from the device appeared in the first diff
tion orders, and only 20% remained in the zero-order
flected beam. The output diffraction efficiency~defined as
the ratio of the diffracted intensity to the reflected intensi!
is shown in Fig. 32 for two devices with different cavit
conditions. The output diffraction efficiency in the best ca
attains a value of 200%. Longitudinal photorefractive qua
tum well devices using asymmetric Fabry–Perot cavit
have been fabricated on semiconductor Bragg stack223

These longitudinal devices achieved peak transient input
fraction efficiencies of 1.2% under a bias of 20 V at
intensity of 9 mW/cm2. Even higher output diffraction effi-
ciencies may be attainable by carefully balancing the ca
to produce a phase grating that would quench the zero-o
reflection.253 Input diffraction efficiencies~defined as the ra
tio of the diffracted intensity to the incident intensity! in the
PRQW devices may approach several percent in id
cases.250

D. Photorefractive quantum well applications

Applications for photorefractive quantum wells ha
broadened in recent years to contribute to such different
eas as femtosecond function generators, biomedical ima
systems, and laser-based ultrasound receivers. Sever
these applications are specifically suited to the PRQW
vices and take advantage of their high-speed adaptive ho
raphy and their high sensitivity.

1. Optical correlation and image processing

The first applications for photorefractive quantum we
were optical correlation and image processing. A joint Fo
rier transform optical correlator was implemented using
doped GaAs/AlGaAs longitudinal-field photorefractiv
quantum well devices.254 This device performed an optica
correlation using only 3mW of power, the correlation was
obtained in 1ms, and the image could be erased in 2ms. The
grating writing process in the longitudinal geometry has s

FIG. 32. Output diffraction efficiency from two transverse-field PRQ
asymmetric Fabry–Perot structures, showing 200% output diffraction
ciency into one diffraction order for one device~Ref. 252!.
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eral features that give it unique characteristics that are us
in optical correlators and image processing. The devi
have gray-scale response to incident intensity, and have
linear and saturated regimes, depending on the applied fi
and gate times.255 By controlling the saturation intensity o
the device, it is possible to switch between image similar
and image-area recognition.256

2. Three dimensional and biomedical imaging

Ultrafast laser pulses are convenient probes for distan
resolved scanning because the ultrashort pulses can be
for time-of-flight laser ranging with excellent depth resol
tion. For instance, a laser pulse with a duration of 100 fs
give a depth resolution less than 50mm. Coherent laser rang
ing requires coincidence detection of the probe and a re
ence pulse. There are many ways to perform this detec
for point-by-point scanning. However, there is a considera
advantage to obtaining a full image field that contains
depth information without the need to scan across the obj

Image-field 3D acquisition with 50mm-depth resolution
is possible using photorefractive quantum wells as a ‘‘coh
ence gate.’’257 When a probe pulse reflects from a thre
dimensional topology, the returning wavefront is dispers
in time according to the roundtrip distance. When this sig
wave interferes with a short reference pulse, it produces
terference only when the probe and reference tempor
overlap. Therefore, it is possible to make a hologram
those parts of an object located only at a specific depth.
changing the delay of the reference pulse, the full dep
resolved image is acquired in successive layers like a to
graphic map. The optical schematic for the process is sho
in Fig. 33, and the results of imaging a three-dimensio
object are shown in Fig. 34. The object is a machined m
part with 100mm step heights. The reconstruction is ma
from successive delays on the reference arm of the h
graphic writing system. The full-field acquisition in thi
depth-resolved holography can be recorded directly
video,258 or can be digitized and stored for future comput
reconstruction.

-

FIG. 33. Experimental arrangement for imaging through turbid media us
a PRQW as a holographic coherence gate~Ref. 257!.
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Because the time-of-flight uses coherent pulses,
same imaging system makes it possible to image thro
highly scattering turbid media. This process of cohere
gating is called optical coherence tomography. Optical
herence tomography~OCT! is a well-established laser imag
ing technique for imaging through translucent media259 and
has been applied to shallow imaging through biologi
tissue.260–262 The difficulty of imaging through scatterin
media is that the scattered light obscures the image of in
est carried by the ballistic light. When laser light propaga
through a translucent medium, part of the light scatters
optical heterogeneities, while part continues to propagate
scattered, and reflects off buried objects of interest. This
scattered light is sometimes called ‘‘ballistic’’ light.263 The
scattered and unscattered light have one very diffe
property—the unscattered light remains coherent with
original laser beam, while the scattered light~on average!
does not. The process of OCT detects only the coherent l
rejecting the incoherent scattered light. While conventio
OCT is a promising optical technology for imaging into m
dia that were previously inaccessible, it performs point-b
point scanning, which is time consuming~as for confocal
microscopy!, and is not compatible with direct imaging t
video.

Imaging through scattering media with holography264

provides full-frame acquisition with the same depth reso
tion in turbid media as point-by-point scanning. Photorefr
tive quantum wells are candidates for this process becaus
their high sensitivity and speed. They can record hologra
of coherent light buried in a high-intensity background,257

and they can operate at video rates.258 Recent experiments
have demonstrated imaging through 13 mean-free-p
~roundtrip! of a turbid medium using transverse-field phot
is
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refractive quantum wells.258 This depth may be doubled b
optimized design and growth of the quantum wells, mak
it feasible to image to the bottom of human epidermal lay
with obvious applications for biomedical imaging.

3. Femtosecond pulse shaping and spectral
holography

Shaping of laser pulses on the femtosecond~fs! time
scale can be performed using optical Fourier synthesis te
niques in which the amplitudes and phases of the opt
frequency components of a fs pulse are individua
manipulated.265,266 Access to the individual Fourier compo
nents of an ultrafast pulse can be attained by spectrally
persing the pulse off an optical grating and transforming
spectrum into the Fourier plane. This is shown in the opti

FIG. 34. Object and computer-reconstructed image demonstrating de
resolved holographic imaging using the setup of Fig. 33~Ref. 257!.
-
e
-

r

FIG. 35. Experimental setup for holo
graphic fs pulse shaping showing th
zero-dispersion delay line and the ho
logram writing beams~Ref. 268!. The
PRQW device occupies the Fourie
plane of the pulse shaper.
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train in the horizontal plane of Fig. 35. This optical config
ration is called a zero-dispersion delay line in which a pu
diffracts off grating G1 and is Fourier transformed by le
F1 onto the Fourier plane, occupied by the PRQW in
figure, which acts as a shaping element. In the absenc
this shaping element, the pulse is again transformed by
F2 and is reconstituted by grating G2 to produce the orig
pulse. When a shaping element is placed in the Fou
plane, the phase and amplitude of each spectral compo
can be controlled independently. Therefore, the output p
can be given any arbitrary pulse shape, limited within
spectral resolution of the zero-dispersion delay line. T
pulse shaper therefore can be viewed as a general-purpo
optical function generator. Many different optical elemen
can be used as the shaping element, including static am
tude and phase masks, or by programmable spatial l
modulators. Dynamic holographic media, such as photo
fractive materials, are an important class of shaping elem
because they can be programmed optically in real time.

Photorefractive quantum wells have several features
allow them to be compatible with holographic fsec pu
shaping. A key requirement for use of a holographic medi
for fs pulse manipulation is the maintenance of transfor
limited optical pulses after passing through the optical e
ment. Diffraction of 100 fs pulses from photorefractive qua
tum wells have been shown to be transform limited,267

although the limited bandwidth of the quantum-confined
citon transition lengthened the pulse duration to appro
mately 400 fs. The transform-limited diffraction from th
quantum wells is a consequence of the approximately lin
frequency dependence of the excitonic spectral phase, sh
in Fig. 23~c!. A linear phase imposed in the spectral doma
merely constitutes a time delay in the time domain, but d
not lead to any distortion of the pulse.268 Photorefractive
quantum wells are therefore compatible with fs pulse sh
ing and manipulation experiments, and have previously b
used for electric-field cross-correlation measurements,269 and
for time-to-space conversion experiments.270

The implementation of holographic fs pulse shaping
ing a transverse-field PRQW device is shown in Fig. 35. T
PRQW is placed in the Fourier plane of the zero-dispers
delay line. The hologram is written in the PRQW usin
beams in a vertical plane relative to the plane of the de
line. The hologram can be either a real-space image,
Fourier image, depending on the focal length of theF lens.
The probe pulse is consequently diffracted in the verti
plane of the pulse shaper while the unshaped transm
pulse remains in the horizontal plane. These two pulses
therefore spatially separated.

The operation of the holographic pulse shaper dra
from aspects of Fourier optics. When theF lens in the holo-
gram writing arm is used to image, then the tempora
shaped pulse will have the envelope corresponding to
Fourier transform of the object in the writing beam. Wh
theF lens acts as a Fourier transform element, then the t
porally shaped pulse will have the envelope correspondin
the object itself. In this later case, the process is called sp
to-time mapping, and the shaped pulse is called the ti
domain image of the object in the writing beam.
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Examples of these two modes of operation are shown
Fig. 36.271 The demonstration of shaping by direct imaging
shown in Fig. 36~a! in which a phase mask with a phase st
of approximately pi radians was directly imaged onto t
PRQW. A pi phase step in the spectral domain of a Gaus
pulse produces an odd pulse in the time domain. In this c
the time-domain pulse is the Hilbert transform of the origin
Gaussian pulse. The example of space-to-time mappin
shown in Fig. 36~b!. The square-wave shaped pulse is t
time-domain image of a simple single slit.

In holographic pulse shaping, the holograms are writ
by a separate laser from the manipulated pulse. Another c
of application uses holographic media in which the ho
grams are written by the fs pulses themselves, called spe
holography.272 Considerably more functionality and direc
use of the dynamic nature of the photorefractive material
possible with spectral holography. Photorefractive quant
wells have been used to perform real-time dispersion co
pensation and have been demonstrated to remove arr
time drift.273

4. Laser-based velocimetry and ultrasound detection

The use of lasers to probe surface velocities and
placements has a long history based on the ability of in
ferometry to measure small changes in the relative phas
two coherent beams.274,275However, in most practical appli
cations, the interrogated surface is nonspecular, and the

FIG. 36. Holographically shaped pulses showing~a! and odd pulse, and~b!
a square pulse~Ref. 268!.
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turning wavefronts are typically distorted with significa
speckle. In addition, relative motion, vibrations or other p
turbations in the interrogated surface or in the environm
make it difficult to maintain the appropriate phase b
needed for linear homodyne detection. One solution to
problem is the use of adaptive interferometers that comp
sate for speckle and adapt to slow changes in phase.
namic holography is one example of an adaptive system
can perform as an adaptive beam combiner in a compens
interferometer.

Photorefractive quantum wells have several advanta
as dynamic holographic media that lend themselves to la
based ultrasound detection, such as their high speeds
high sensitivities. The high speeds allow them to have h
compensation bandwidths, while the high sensitivities m
them attractive for use with very weak signals. Two spec
applications have emerged that use PRQW devices. La
based adaptive velocimetry has been demonstrated u
longitudinal-field PRQW devices,79 while laser-based adap
tive ultrasound detection has been demonstrated u
transverse-field PRQW devices.276 Each device has uniqu
attributes, in addition to the speed and sensitivity, that p
vide new avenues to compensated velocimetry and u
sound detection.

Doppler velocimetry using longitudinal-field PRQW d
vices can be performed with a variation on the moving gr
ing process described at the end of Sec. V B2. It was not
that the photorefractive gain continues to oscillate even a
the electric field is turned off. Furthermore, the frequency
oscillation of the transient gain increased with increasing
tuning of the signal beam relative to the reference beam. T
is shown in Fig. 37 for AO detuning frequencies from 1
300 kHz for an intensity of 100 mW/cm2. By considering the
process in terms of oscillatory mode coupling, it can
shown that the measured oscillation frequency of the gai
equal to the frequency offset between the two write beam79

Because the two-wave mixing acts as an adaptive beam c
biner, this process can be used to perform Doppler het
dyne detection that automatically compensates for spe
and slow phase distortions.

FIG. 37. Oscillatory mode coupling between Doppler-shifted write bea
during two-wave mixing in a longitudinal-field PRQWp- i -n diode ~Ref.
79!. The oscillation frequency is equal to the frequency shift between
write beams.
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A potentially more useful application of adaptive bea
combining is compensated laser-based ultrasound detec
In manufacturing environments and during the nondestr
tive evaluation~NDE! of parts and infrastructure, it is ofte
necessary to make remote measurements of surface disp
ments caused by ultrasound signals. But the speckle and
brations in these applications are prohibitive to the use
standard interferometers. The development of time-delay~or
self-referencing! interferometers ~such as the confoca
Fabry-Perot277! allowed the processing of light scattere
from a rough surface with a large field of view, but requir
path-length stabilization of the interferometer. Two-wa
mixing, performing as an adaptive beam combiner, sol
this stabilization problem.278,279

The function of two-wave mixing in adaptive homodyn
detection is shown in Fig. 38. The hologram in the PRQW
written by the reference and the signal beams. Each b
diffracts from the hologram and copropagates in the dir
tion of the other beam. An important feature of dynam
holography is the matching of the wavefronts between
direct and diffracted waves in each of the arms. The matc
wavefronts make it possible to detect the homodyne sig
using a large-area detector. In addition, slow vibrations~be-
low the compensation bandwidth of the holographic ma
rial! are tracked by the dynamic holograms, removing
need for active stabilization. Therefore, dynamic holograp
in this application compensates both speckle and lo
frequency vibrations, while passing the high-frequency s
nal associated with the ultrasound.

The expression for the signal-to-noise ratio of the ad
tive beam combination is

S

N
5AhqPr

hnD f
e2a0L/22Ah~l!

4p

l
d~ t !, ~10!

wherehq is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector,Pr

is the power in the reference beam,D f is the detection band
width, L is the device thickness,h~l! is the PRQW diffrac-
tion efficiency, andd(t) is the surface displacement. An im
portant figure-of-merit of the adaptive beam combiner is
smallest displacement that can be detected with aS/N ratio
of unity. This is called the noise-equivalent surface displa

s

e

FIG. 38. Principle of adaptive wavefront matching using the PRQW as
adaptive beam combiner for a compensated homodyne receiver.
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ment~NESD!. It is specified for a 1 W signal, a 1 Hzdetec-
tion bandwidth, and a 70% quantum efficiency for the sh
noise-limited photodetector. It is given by

dmin~l!5
l

4p

1

2Ah~l!
ea0L/2Ahn

hq
, ~11!

which is a strong function of wavelength throughh~l!. The
predicted and measured NESD for a 30% transverse-
PRQW is shown in Fig. 39 for unity beam ratio.276 The
best experimental performance reaches approxima
131026 Å(W/Hz)1/2.

The unique feature of the transverse-field PRQW
vices in this application is the ability to use the exciton
spectral phase@shown in Fig. 23~c!# to tune the coheren
detection to perfect quadrature. This is in contrast to the
of bulk photorefractive crystals in this application whic
must separately control the photorefractive phase shift.
example of a received homodyne signal generated by a
ezoelectric transducer and detected adaptively using
PRQW is shown in Fig. 40 for different wavelengths as t
laser is tuned through quadrature. The best linear detec
occurs for wavelengths near 837 nm.

FIG. 40. Time trace of an ultrasound signal measured through a transv
field PRQW device operating as an adaptive beam combiner~Ref. 276!.

FIG. 39. Noise–equivalent–surface displacement~NESD! for laser-based
ultrasound detection using the adaptive PRQW~Ref. 276!.
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